1 Cross-validation Training hyperparameters are listed in Table S1 .
Model architecture is shown in Figure S1 . Our DenseNet inspired networks consist of 3, 3-layer blocks, each block containing 6 convolution transformations. In total there are 2, 560, 288 trainable parameters.
Localization maps are calculated using a simpler VGG-like network ( Figure S2 ). The latter has 871, 072 trained parameters, using the same hyperparameters as the prediction network, the only difference being the binding site box size: while the prediction network uses 16Å , the visualization network uses 24Å instead. 
Benchmarking
Our 5-fold DenseNet net results were compared with previously reported results of Ragoza et. al. (2017) .
Comparison values are available in Table S2 and Figure S3 . DenseNet achieves mean AUC score of 0.885 while mean AUC of results reported by Ragoya et. al. (2017) is 0.867 (one-sided paired t-test p-value=0.047).
Best practices for use
For evaluation we recommend submitting compound poses in SDF format generated using Smina docking software, as the predictive models were trained on poses generated with that docking tool. However, alternative docking software can also be used without a major drop in performance (Table S3) .
Web application can be used to dock up to 10 compounds, and for larger libraries we recommend offline docking. Docking time varies heavily based on type of compounds that are being docked.
Each submitted job is limited to 50 thousand compounds. Bindscope is suitable for millions of compounds given that the PlayMolecule platform is installed in a local GPU enabled cluster. (None, 24, 24, 24, 15) (None, 24, 24, 24, 15) conv3d_1: Conv3D input:
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